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ABSTRACT. Let u(x,i) be the solution of the Schrödinger equation with initial
data / in the Sobolev space ifs(Rn)
with a > t¡. The a.e. convergence
of u(x, i) to f(x) follows from a weighted estimate of the maximal function
u*(x,t) = supi>0 |u(x,t)|.

0. Let / be in the Schwartz space S(R")

and for x e R", í € R set

u(x,t)= í /(e^WV^dí.
ÍR"

It is well known that u is the solution of the Schrödinger

equation with initial

data /.

Au = i-u,
For s € R we denote by Hs(Rn)

t > 0,

u(x,0) = f(x).

the Sobolev space

H9(Rn)= if € S'(R") s.t. H/IU^r.) = (|(1 + |e|3)*l/(0l2)

< +001 .

We obtain the following result.

THEOREM 1. Let f be in Hs{Rn) with s> \. Then
lim u(x,t) = f(x)
This result is a consequence
sup0<lti\u(x,t)\.

a.e. x.

of the boundedness

of the maximal operator u* (x) =

THEOREM 2. Let f be in Hs{Rn) with s > a/2 and a > 1. Then

(/'
Since HT(R) with r > | is embedded in L°°(R) by the classical Sobolev inequalities, Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of

THEOREM 3. IfO<a
f

r

,JR"

anda > 1, then
1/2

roc

J -ao

-—u(x,t)
dta y

(i'X

'

dt(\ + \x\)a 1

^Cll/H//^-' +»/2(R")-
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The above results are best known for n > 3. For n = 1, L. Carleson [2] proved the
a.e. convergence for / e Hx^{Rn) and constructed an example of an / € Hl^{R)
such that u(x,t) does not converge to / a.e.
Later, B. Dahlberg and C. Kenig [5] proved that the positive result of Carleson
was sharp.
These questions and the boundedness of the maximal operator have also been

studied by C. Kenig and A. Ruiz [6], A. Carbery [1] and M. Cowling [4]. They
prove that if / € #n/4(Rn)

or / G Hs{Rn)

for s > 1, then the maximal

function

is bounded.
We also give an alternative proof to the fact that there is no boundedness for
the maximal operator, and then no convergence result, for / € Hs(Rn) with s < |
(§!)•

In §2, we generalize the above theorems to multipliers of the type e1'^ '. These
results have been obtained at the same time and independently by P. Sjölin.
We should like to thank S. Córdoba for his help and encouragement.
1. Proof of Theorem
is proved below.

3. We shall make use of the following inequalitiy

which

LEMMA. Let g be in L2(Sn~1). Then if a > 1
/
Jr."

/
Js"-'

dx
;i + |x|)«

g(Ç)eix-t da(t)

1/2

CL'H
1/2

<c

With a simple change of variable we obtain the representation
nates,

u{x. t) = \ H

elstsn-2^

i
f{sl'20e%sU2xi
y.s"-'

2 jo
and then we use Plancherel's

/f

da

-—u(x,t)
dta

Jr." J-,

inequality

dt-

'

in the t variable to get

l + \x\

4Ir" Jo
f

da(0 ds,

dx

a + (n-2)/2

<-

in polar coordi-

L

(1 + s)<*/2+ n/2 + 2a-2 Í

4 JO

dx
l+i
"
dx
ds,
1 + \x\

f(s^2^e"i/2^da(0

JR"

f(s l/2\„ix-€

ds-

Mt)

by the lemma
<C

r°°

Jo

f

(1 + s)a/2 + n/2 + 2a-2 /
Js"~l

— c\\f\\H2n-'

ffaV*Ç)

2

da(0 ds

+ a'2(Rn)-

For n = 1 the proof is similar. In this case one proves

I

,2

-—uix,
dta

t)

X1/2

dt\

< c

//-'

'(R)

D

IZ,o°(R)

PROOF OF THE LEMMA. We want to see that L2(Sn~1) is embedded in
H~s(Rn) with s > k. Though this fact is an immediate consequence of the trace
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theorem, we give an alternative proof. We shall do this in S1. The generalization
to higher dimensions is straightforward.
It is sufficient to prove the inequalitiy for simple functions having their supports
contained in {x = el6, 0 < 6 < n/4}. Set 6 > 0 and consider for every

R}■= J x - elf>es'-.j-

<0<{j

+ l)-

;-i/2]|

j e {0,..., [<5-1/2]}. Each Rj can be covered by a rectangle Rj of dimensions
c\6 x C261/2 in the normal and tangent directions to Sl at the point el^w^4^s
D
where ci, ci are convenient universal constants greater than 1 (see the figure).

Then, it is sufficient to show

2

V/2

L ??**
where {<Pj} is a smooth partition

/

of unity subordinate

\1/2

to {Rj} and a3■€ C. But
2

/R2iEwr(i+ixi)-</E^(1+liil)a/2
-/

^ajlPj

*M

where /¿(x) = 1/(1 + |:ri|)a/2. Then ¿t(0 is a measure which acts only on the £1
direction and by the finite overlapping of the supports of <pj,
|2

Sai(Pj
/

Therefore,

M

<2Elajl2/ l^¿*H|2

it is sufficient to see that
c5/2
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in e'W4!*

] we can take

<Pj such that
<cè~a'2,

drâ

j
Then, integrating

<p,(0<c6-

by parts,
< c2~2k83'2

\<Pj{*)\
= \j vM^**

for k = 0,1,...
and x = xxtj + x2r¡j\ 2kè~l < xx < 2k+16~1; 2k6~1'2 < x2 <
2k+\fi-i/2
Since we always have |v2;(z)| < c3/2, then
/|^|2(l

+ |x1|)-a/2<c^2-3fc-1/2+3.

•*

2. Negative

D

k

results.

THEOREM 4.

The inequality
1/2

\u*{x)\2dx\

JeB(0,R)

<C«||/||«.(R»)

does not hold for s < |.
PROOF. Let <pk e Cg°([2fc,2* + 2fc/2]) with k = 0,1,...
and 0 < <j>k< 1,
\{dl/dxl)<t>k{x)\ < C2-{-kl^\ It is known that for [a;]sufficiently large

L

-¿|i|i
{c1e*'Il+cae-"atl}

.-rid°^-mr-w

Then

uk(x,t)=

[

+ o

la-Kn+i)

■

e^2tM0elxido{0

JR"

= _Î_

|I|(n-l)/2

+

pt(r2t + r|x|)r(n-l)/2

<f>k(r)dr

la-lin-ij/a'

= ^W
For every x €R

[¿ir' t-'Wrln-Wfatfdr

J

+ ^W + ^(¿T)720(2fe(("/2,-1))-

such that £ < \x\ < 1 we choose

t1

N

2fc+1 + 2<fc/2' + 1 '

Let us define /?i(r) = r2^ - r|i|. Then r¡'1{2k+ 2kl2¡2) = 0 and by the stationary
phase lemma we can assure h{x) > (c/|i|(n_1^2)2fc(n/2'.
Let r¡2{r) = r2tx + r\x\.

c . 2*((n/2)-i).
c2*(s+n/2-i/4)

Thcn „.(j.)

Then rj^r)

> ^ and integrating

by parts

|-i2(z)| <

> C2K"/2) for | < |s| < 1. Since \\pk\\H'(R")

we conc]ucje that s < I is necessary.

G
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FURTHER RESULTS. These theorems can be generalized to multipliers of the type
e'l^l '. In the following we state the results we have obtained
presented above.

Let us define ub{x,t) = /(cDe^'V1«

using the techniques

do{£).

THEOREM 1'. For s> § and f G Hs(Rn)
lim Uh(x.t) — fix)

a.e. x.

i->0

THEOREM 2'.

Let u*b{x)=supt

\ub(x,t)\

and a > 1. Then

(/rJ":(i)|!(ITTííf)"2£C|i/ii'"|r"'
THEOREM 3'.

For a > 1 and a > 0

dx V/2
(l + l^l)a

dn
dtc

THEOREM 4'.

,0">ar

;Ub{x,t

dtl-,

j_M\a

-

C||/||ii(a-l/2)i,

+ a/2(R„).

Let b > 1. The inequality
2

( sup |ií6(j,í)|)
\Jb{o,r)

\0<i<l

\ 1/2

dx)
/

< Cßll/Htf^R-)

/

does not hold for s < \.
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